Correlation Between Macular Integrity Assessment and Optical Coherence Tomography Imaging of Ellipsoid Zone in Macular Telangiectasia Type 2
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PURPOSE. To correlate ellipsoid zone (EZ) defects on spectral-domain optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT) with retinal sensitivity loss on macular integrity assessment (MAIA) microperimetry in macular telangiectasia type 2 (MacTel).

METHODS. Macular SD-OCT volumes and microperimetry maps were obtained during the international, multicenter, randomized phase 2 trial of ciliary neurotrophic factor for type 2 MacTel on two visits within 5 days of one another. Software was developed to register SD-OCT to MAIA scanning laser ophthalmoscopy images and to overlay EZ defect areas on the microperimetry maps generated from microperimetry sensitivity values at specific points and from interpolated sensitivity values. A total of 134 eyes of 67 patients were investigated.

RESULTS. The semiautomatic registration algorithm was found to be accurate, both qualitatively by visual inspection of the nearly perfect overlap of the retinal vessels and quantitatively as assessed by interobserver reliability metrics performed in 98 eyes of 49 patients (intraclass correlation of aggregate retinal sensitivity loss >0.99). Aggregate retinal sensitivity loss within the EZ defect area was highly correlated with EZ defect area (Pearson correlation coefficient 0.93 and 0.92 at screening and baseline for noninterpolated maps; both were 0.94 for interpolated maps; P values <0.001).

CONCLUSIONS. With our software and image processing algorithms, there is nearly perfect correlation between retinal sensitivity on microperimetry and EZ defect area on SD-OCT. Our software allows determination of functional and structural changes with increasing disease severity and demonstrates that functional loss on microperimetry may be used as a surrogate marker of EZ loss on SD-OCT in type 2 MacTel.
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A prospective natural history study of macular telangiectasia type 2 (MacTel) initiated in 2005 has better defined the imaging characteristics of MacTel. One of the earliest signs is loss of luteal pigment centrally seen as fundus hyperautofluorescence.1 This is followed by changes in optical coherence tomography (OCT), such as hyporeflective spaces in the inner and outer retina, and discontinuity or defects in the photoreceptor ellipsoid zone (EZ).2

In addition, cone loss is observed by adaptive optics scanning laser ophthalmoscopy imaging.3 OCT and confocal scanning laser ophthalmoscopy findings are associated with early mesopic function deficits that are first observed nasal to fixation.4 These data suggest that photoreceptor loss is intrinsic to MacTel and precedes the well-known vascular changes.

Previous studies have correlated EZ abnormalities with loss of retinal function in MacTel,5,6 suggesting that EZ loss is suitable as a surrogate parameter for retinal function. Using a prototype spectral-domain OCT (SD-OCT) system, Paunesku and colleagues7 reported a correlation between visual acuity and photoreceptor layer integrity. Maruko et al.8 demonstrated focal retinal function loss on Nidek (Fremont, CA, USA) microperimetry associated with the EZ line defects in six eyes of three patients and Charbel Issa et al.9 reported function loss on microperimetry associated with outer retinal abnormalities, including EZ defects, in 33 comprehensively phenotyped subjects.

Projection of OCT’s inherent three-dimensional (3-D) information into a two-dimensional (2-D) en face image (e.g., through summed voxel projection [SVP]), streamlines comparison of data acquired by functional 2-D imaging systems (Fig. 1). With this approach, it is possible to correlate loss of the EZ band as visualized on OCT and functionally relevant metrics to
assess disease severity in MacTel. For example, in a study of 49 eyes of 28 patients, Sallo and colleagues\textsuperscript{10} correlated visual field defects on Nidek microperimetry with en face OCT. These investigators showed that areas of retinal sensitivity defects were closely associated with cavitation of the outer retina and gaps in the EZ. The goal of our study was to create a novel robust semiautomatic software to aid in correlating function with structure in MacTel. We hypothesized that this software can more accurately demonstrate the association between EZ defects on SD-OCT scans with retinal sensitivity loss on macular integrity assessment (MAIA) microperimetry in a large cohort of patients with MacTel.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Study Participants**

Macular SD-OCT volumes and microperimetry sensitivity maps were obtained during screening and baseline visits of an international, multicenter, randomized phase 2 trial of ciliary neurotrophic factor for type 2 MacTel (NTMT02; Neurotech, Cumberland, RI, USA). The study protocol was in compliance with the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) and Clinical Trials (NCT01949324, United States and Australia) guidelines, adhered to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki and HIPAA, and was prospectively approved by the institutional ethics committee of each participating center. Written informed consent was obtained from each participant after detailed explanation of the nature and possible consequences of the study.

**Functional Testing**

Best-corrected visual acuity (BCVA) was determined in each eye per the Early Treatment Diabetic Retinopathy Study protocol.\textsuperscript{11,12} Microperimetry testing was administered following pupillary dilation with one drop of tropicamide 1% and phenylephrine 2.5% each. Retinal sensitivity assessment was performed using a microperimeter with eye tracking (MAIA-1; CenterVue, San Jose, CA, USA) with the latest software version (1.7.0 or higher).

Participants underwent a 2-minute microperimetry training session to demonstrate the principles of the MAIA examination before the full test. The full examination was then performed using a custom grid consisting of 85 points centered on the fovea and covering a large area of the macula nasally and temporally (Fig. 2, second row). Light stimuli were presented randomly during the examination. Sensitivity results were reported in decibels. Fixation stability was expressed as the bivariate contour ellipse area (BCEA), the area of an ellipse on the retinal surface within which the center of the target was imaged 68% of the time. Smaller BCEA values correspond to more precise fixation.\textsuperscript{13} To assess repeatability, two microperimetry examinations were performed, the first during the screening visit and the second during the baseline visit within 5 days of the initial examination. Examinations were performed in a semidark room, in which participants were placed for at least 10 minutes before testing. Care was taken to eliminate all other light sources or background noise to prevent subject distraction.

**Imaging**

Red-free fundus images containing the MAIA microperimetry maps were obtained from each subject. High-resolution SD-OCT volume scans consisting of 97 B-scans each with 1024 A-scans within a 20 degree $\times$ 20 degree (approximately $6 \times 6$ mm) retinal area at automatic real tracking 9 were acquired at the screening visit using a Spectralis unit (Heidelberg Engineering GmbH, Heidelberg, Germany).

**Image Processing**

The Duke Optical Coherence Tomography Retinal Analysis Program\textsuperscript{14,15} was used to semiautomatically segment on each B-scan from OCT macular volumes, the EZ layer boundaries (delineated by the orange and light green lines in Fig. 1). For each volume, the layer boundary positions were then used to generate an EZ thickness map of size $97 \times 1024$ pixels. We then interpolated these maps to $N \times M$ pixel images to achieve equivalent 10-$\mu$m pixel pitch in both en face $(x-y)$ directions.\textsuperscript{16} Next, thickness values were converted from pixels to microns using 3.87-$\mu$m axial pixel pitch specified by the OCT
manufacturer. The software estimated a geometric transformation with eight unknown parameters, which can be estimated by a minimum set of four pairs of corresponding pixels between the images. Because in most cases the graders could find more than four pairs of corresponding pixels between images, which creates an overdetermined system of linear equations, these parameters were determined using a Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC)-based outlier rejection scheme (Fig. 2).

Semiautomatic software was developed to accurately register the en face OCT SVP to the microperimetry image ensuring near perfect vessel overlap with a high degree of repeatability. The software used the segmented OCT B-scans to generate an en face OCT SVP by averaging all pixel values in the EZ layer in the axial direction. In defect areas in which EZ layer thickness was zero, an intensity of zero was assigned. Because only the EZ intensity values were averaged, the EZ defect was readily observed in the en face SVP image (Fig. 1). A grader then selected a minimum of four pixel pairs at various locations on the en face OCT SVP, most commonly near easily identifiable vessels or at vessel bifurcations, corresponding to similar locations on the microperimetry images. The software estimated a geometric transformation between the images with a RANSAC-based outlier rejection scheme (Fig. 2).

Lateral resolution of OCT SVP (Fig. 1) is significantly higher than the density of microperimetric sensitivity loci; in this study, there were 85 retinal sensitivity measurements per eye (Fig. 3, top left). In addition to replicating the method of Sallo...
and colleagues,\textsuperscript{10} which used microperimetry data for all loci tested, and to better match data from these two ophthalmic modalities, we interpolated the microperimetry data to achieve similar pixel density to the SVP (Fig. 3, top middle). This was achieved by using a joint Gaussian linear interpolator, with each sensitivity dot center as the center of a Gaussian distribution. The SD $r$ for each Gaussian distribution was chosen experimentally as 50 times the number of pixels covered by each dot.\textsuperscript{19}

To define the upper limit of abnormal microperimetry values that best correspond to the EZ loss on OCT, microperimetry maps (Fig. 3, top middle) were first thresholded in the range of 0 to 36 dB in 0.5-dB steps to create a set of binary masks (Fig. 3, top right, shows an example of thresholding at $<25$ dB). On OCT, areas in which the EZ band was thinner than 12 $\mu$m were marked as an EZ defect, thus generating a 2-D binary mask of EZ defect area (Fig. 3, bottom middle). Next, these two binary maps were registered and overlaid (Fig. 3, bottom right). We calculated the summation of sensitivity and specificity of matching the two binary maps for different threshold values, to optimize the receiver operating characteristic curve.

**Interobserver Reproducibility**

To assess the accuracy of the semiautomatic registration method, OCT and microperimetry images from 98 eyes of 49 randomly chosen patients were registered by two independent nonexpert users masked to each other’s markings.

**Microperimetric Data Analysis**

Sensitivity thresholds measured within the EZ defect areas were compared with those measured external to the lesion. As previously described,\textsuperscript{10} background sensitivity was defined as the average of retinal sensitivity values measured at all test points located outside the area of the EZ defect in each eye. To obtain the aggregate retinal sensitivity loss, the absolute difference relative to the background sensitivity was calculated at each test point within the area of the EZ defect and these differences were summed. Aggregate retinal sensitivity loss (expressed in decibels) thus reflects the EZ defect area and scotoma depth in a single variable. As an extension to the technique of Sallo et al.\textsuperscript{10} a new metric termed “interpolated aggregate sensitivity loss” was calculated with interpolated microperimetry sensitivity values to provide measurement values in addition to the 85 loci tested by the microperimetry grid.

**Statistical Analysis**

Descriptively, we examined the mean and SD for each measurement of interest. Repeatability between the screening and baseline measurements as well as the interobserver...
reproducibility between the two independent users of the semiautomatic registration software was assessed by computing the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) along with 95% confidence intervals. Paired t-tests were used to compare measurements between left and right eyes (dependent groups). Last, Pearson correlation coefficients were computed to assess the relationship between EZ defect and sensitivity loss. A $P < 0.05$ was considered significant. Analyses were conducted using commercially available statistical software (IBM SPSS Statistics version 17; IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY, USA; and SAS version 9.2; SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA).

### RESULTS

#### Participant Characteristics

We analyzed 134 eyes of 67 participants with available SD-OCT volume scans and MAIA microperimetry examinations. Participants ranged in age from 45 to 79 years (mean 61.5 ± 8.9 years), and 39% were males.

#### Retinal Function

Mean right eye BCVA was 75.0 ± 8.1 letters (Snellen equivalent 20/32) and left eye BCVA was 77.7 ± 8.6 letters (20/30). Eyes in which the fovea was included in the area of EZ discontinuity had a mean letter score of 73.0 ± 8.9 (range 46–92, Snellen 20/32), and eyes with no detectable EZ defects at the foveal center had a significantly higher mean letter score, 79.3 ± 6.6 (range 69–91, Snellen 20/25), $P < 0.001$.

Microperimetry sensitivity measurements had high reproducibility between the two visits that were performed within 5 days of each other (Table 1).

#### Correlation Between EZ Defect on OCT and Sensitivity Loss on Microperimetry

Average and aggregate retinal sensitivity values on MAIA microperimetry obtained during the screening and baseline visits are shown in Table 1. Differences in retinal sensitivity loss between areas of EZ defect and unaffected areas were statistically significant (paired $t$-test, $P < 0.01$ in both right and left eyes for raw and interpolated data).

A high positive correlation was found between aggregate sensitivity loss and EZ defect area (Pearson correlation coefficients were 0.93 and 0.92 at screening and baseline, respectively, for noninterpolated maps, and 0.94 and 0.94, respectively, for interpolated maps, $P$ values for all cases <0.001, Fig. 4). The topographic distribution of retinal sensitivity loss corresponded closely to that of the EZ defect area (Fig. 4).

#### Threshold for Matching Abnormal Microperimetry Data to EZ Defect Area

The plot in Figure 5 quantifies the overlap between the EZ defect map on OCT to the thresholded abnormal sensitivity map on microperimetry. Optimal overlap in this graph is achieved by setting microperimetry map sensitivity thresholds at 25.0 dB, which is consistent with the value reported by MAIA to be the threshold of normal sensitivity value.

#### Interobserver Reproducibility

Agreements between average and aggregate retinal sensitivity values and EZ defect areas for 49 randomly chosen subjects and for the two graders were calculated (Table 2). High ICCs very close to 1 were observed for aggregate sensitivity loss, aggregate interpolated sensitivity loss, and EZ break area.

### DISCUSSION

In this study, we demonstrated the remarkable correlation between structural markers of en face OCT and retinal function on microperimetry testing in the largest cohort of MacTel patients reported to date. We developed a robust semiautomated, locally deformable registration algorithm to overlay en face OCT with MAIA microperimetry maps. Our software proved accurate in determining functional and structural changes with increasing disease severity and showed that scotoma on microperimetry can serve as a functional surrogate marker of EZ loss on SD-OCT in MacTel.

The rationale for the suitability of the EZ as an indicator of dysfunction in MacTel is based on the anatomic structure of the fovea and the pathobiology of the disease. As most of the axons and pedicle terminals of the foveolar cones are displaced radially during foveal development, the parafoveal area...
contains mainly Müller cells and glia. As this is the area where first cavitations occur in MacTel, and as Müller cells create the external limiting membrane, this indicates that Müller cells are primarily affected in MacTel. The thickness of EZ band of 12 μm marked as an EZ defect in our study represents approximately 50% decrease of the mitochondrial agglomerates, and is consistent with the threshold for metabolic failure of cones or sensitivity loss on microperimetry. Thus, the loss of the EZ on SD-OCT is indeed expected to correlate with cone-mediated sensitivity loss.

Our study determined a higher correlation between the structural information from SD-OCT and functional information from microperimetry as compared with previous studies. Specifically, the Pearson coefficients for the correlation between aggregate retinal sensitivity loss and EZ defect area between the work of Sallo and colleagues and ours were 0.85 and 0.94, respectively. This disparity could be due to a number of reasons. First, our study dataset was larger, which likely reduced the effect of outliers in the analysis. Second, it is possible that our EZ defect segmentation and/or our semiautomated segmentation methods were more accurate than the previous technique. This can be robustly ascertained through a head-to-head comparison on a shared dataset. Third, regardless of the segmentation or registration method used, our method of interpolating microperimetry data resulted in a 1% to 2% better correlation between OCT and microperimetry data. We also showed the EZ defect areas on OCT best match the microperimetry loci with retinal sensitivity <25 dB.

In MacTel, en face OCT has been used effectively to assess 2-D and 3-D extent of the lesion, to perform topographical analysis, and to compare results with other imaging modalities. Our work follows the method of Sallo and colleagues, which analyzed EZ bands on OCT volumes to demonstrate that EZ break area was associated with a loss of mesopic retinal sensitivity. We found that retinal loci with EZ defects had severely decreased retinal sensitivities with mean values ranging from 13.9 to 15.6 dB, depending on the study visit and eye analyzed, and corresponded to an absolute scotoma. In contrast, retinal loci outside the EZ defect had

**Figure 4.** Correlation between EZ break and microperimetry sensitivity data. (Left column) Data from first visit; (right column) data from second visit. Top row represents correlation between interpolated aggregate sensitivity loss and EZ break area (0.94 for both first and second visit). Bottom row represents correlation between EZ break areas of the left and right eyes (0.56 for both first and second visits).
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![Graph showing correlation between EZ defect areas on OCT and abnormal sensitivity areas on microperimetry. The horizontal axis represents the threshold of normal from abnormal sensitivity values on microperimetry. The measure of correlation is the sum of specificity and sensitivity values achieved by matching the EZ defect map on OCT and abnormal sensitivity map on microperimetry. (Blue line) First visit with optimum threshold 25.0 dB, sensitivity 0.766, specificity 0.693. (Red line) Second visit with optimum threshold 25.0 dB, sensitivity 0.787, specificity 0.701.](image)

FIGURE 5. Correlation between the EZ defect areas on OCT and the abnormal sensitivity areas on microperimetry. The horizontal axis represents the threshold of normal from abnormal sensitivity values on microperimetry. The measure of correlation is the sum of specificity and sensitivity values achieved by matching the EZ defect map on OCT and abnormal sensitivity map on microperimetry. (Blue line) First visit with optimum threshold 25.0 dB, sensitivity 0.766, specificity 0.693. (Red line) Second visit with optimum threshold 25.0 dB, sensitivity 0.787, specificity 0.701.

normal sensitivity values with a mean of 26.5 to 27.0 dB. Differences in retinal sensitivity loss between affected and unaffected areas were statistically significant. The differences between mean sensitivities within the EZ defect area and the background were approximately 14 dB, larger than the value of 8 dB reported by other investigators. This discrepancy is likely due to the use of the MAI instead of the Nidek MP-1 microperimetry unit, and may be due to variation in underlying disease between patients enrolled in this and prior studies.

Evaluation of fixation stability in the cohort of MacTel patients analyzed failed to reveal a statistically significant correlation between BCEA and EZ defect area, corroborating earlier reports, and likely reflecting the fact that most MacTel patients retain excellent fixation stability despite disease progression.

Our semiautomated OCT-microperimetry registration algorithm was found to be very accurate, as demonstrated qualitatively by the nearly perfect overlap between the macular vessels on en face OCT and the vessels on the microperimetry scanning laser ophthalmoscopy (SLO) images (Fig. 2). Quantitative interobserver reliability experiments further attested to the accuracy of registration method. A high positive correlation was found between aggregate sensitivity loss and EZ defect area. Notably, this correlation was stronger than in the work of Sallo and colleagues, which used manual overlays of the en face OCT and microperimetry maps, and stronger than the correlation between outer retinal thickness on OCT and retinal sensitivity afforded by the software Multi-modal Mapper described by Charbel and colleagues. Methodologically, our study differs significantly from that of Charbel et al. because our registration method uses en face OCT images, and produces experimental validation through sensitivity interpolation, optimal threshold computation, and correlation analysis.

The topographic distribution of retinal sensitivity values generally corresponded closely to that of the EZ defect area, although in some analyzed cases, the correspondence was not perfect near the lesion border, a dynamic area that reflects functional changes in MacTel. We identified areas of EZ defects that correlated with nonscotomatous loci on microperimetry testing, suggesting that in these areas the EZ defect loss may represent an earlier marker of dysfunction in MacTel. This observation was supported by the recent study of Wang and colleagues in three eyes of MacTel patients from two unrelated families, in which measurable visual sensitivity on adaptive optics microperimetry was noted in areas of apparent focal cone loss on adaptive optics SLO and OCT. These results and ours may suggest that MacTel lesions with a preserved external limiting membrane may contain functioning photoreceptors with abnormal imaging characteristics. Cones in transitional states may have dispersed mitochondria and may still be able to deliver signals. In some areas, radially displaced cone axons or pedicles may be affected, but their distal portions, including the EZ, may remain intact. We also noted cases in which the areas of decreased sensitivity corresponded to areas of intact EZ in the en face OCT. In support of this finding, Charbel and colleagues demonstrated a significant relationship between the outer retinal thickness on SD-OCT and retinal sensitivity on Nidek MP-1 microperimetry, suggesting that neurodegeneration leaving more than 40 to 60 µm outer retinal thickness would be associated with residual light sensitivity, whereas degeneration beyond this threshold may completely abolish retinal light sensitivity. An additional possible explanation for the two contrasting findings is that the optimal sensitivity threshold for the OCT values (pixels) and microperimetry sensitivity (dB) necessary to achieve the ideal correlation between the two modalities may vary slightly from subject to subject, depending on disease severity and individual variability.

Despite its significant strengths, our study has potential limitations. Because fixation may be affected in MacTel patients, small eye movements may lead to motion artifacts near the foveal center, an area devoid of vascular landmarks. However, in the study of Sallo et al., measurements of EZ defect areas had a high degree of reproducibility between scans and over time. Using our methodology, we found that microperimetry sensitivity measurements inside and outside EZ defect areas had high repeatability between the two visits that were performed within 5 days of each other.

In agreement with prior studies, a dark ring surrounding the EZ defect was observed in approximately half of the en face OCT images. Although the etiology of this low backscatter is unclear, the shape and location of the dark ring is remarkably similar to the area in which Powner et al. demonstrated Müller cell loss or dysfunction resulting in depletion of macular pigment. A future study is necessary to evaluate the differences in retinal sensitivity and anatomy on OCT B-scans between the retinal areas within the dark ring as compared with normal retinal areas in these cases and in cases without a dark ring phenomenon.

In conclusion, the robust semiautomated software was found to be accurate, as assessed by the nearly perfect overlap of the retinal vessels on en face OCT with those on

**Table 2. Interobserver Reproducibility Between Two Independent Graders (48 Randomly Selected Subjects)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ICC Visit 1 (95% CI)</th>
<th>ICC Visit 2 (95% CI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aggregate sensitivity loss</td>
<td>0.996 (0.994–0.997)</td>
<td>0.995 (0.992–0.996)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggregate interpolated sensitivity loss</td>
<td>0.9996 (0.9994–0.9997)</td>
<td>0.9992 (0.9988–0.9995)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EZ break area</td>
<td>0.9994 (0.9991–0.9996)</td>
<td>0.9992 (0.9987–0.9994)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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microperimetry maps and the high degree of correlation between high-resolution imaging of the EZ defect area and visual function in MacTel patients. Our software allowed determination of functional and structural changes with increasing disease severity and demonstrated that scotoma on microperimetry is a strong functional surrogate marker of EZ loss on SD-OCT in type 2 MacTel.
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